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Let your authentic self shine.
 What will you become today?

ADVANCED MAKEUP BRUSH “OWN“ Debut.

Made in  Kumano,  Japan   https://shaquda . jp

SHAQUDA is pleased to announce the release of the “OWN Makeup brush”, a new makeup brush 
series. A matte handle, with a flat side, is well proportioned and fits your hand perfectly.
Consistent grayish brown finish throughout from handle to ferrule does not prevent your makeup 
colors, and let your authentic self shine and achieve what you become today.

“Own” series is lineup of 28 brushes. We also offer a Gift Collection with versatile Brush case.
“Own” series will go on sale from March 3rd at SHAQUDA online boutique (https://shaquda.jp/en) 
and our affiliated retail shops globally.
SHAQUDA wishes to suggest a new beauty style with the Advanced makeup brush, “OWN” to 
everyone who is adapting a new normal life.

Each exquisitely crafted OWN brush head creates the you 
you’ve always wanted with drama and style. 

Works with almost any makeup -no matter what the condition of 
your skin is that day or where you’re headed.

Select your makeup brush with as much care as you select 
your eyeshadow or lipstick, and get ready to shine with 

the kind of beauty that everyone admires.
You are on your way to finding your true, authentic beauty.

Design  /  Detail
Designed to exacting specifications from the type of bristles to their size, shape, feel, and loading characteristics, 

the heads of our brushes are precisely crafted for an extensive variety of makeup formulations—including the latest 
cosmetics. Each is crafted to be just the right brush every time. Every brush handle is handcrafted by skilled artisans to 

feel smooth in the hands, resulting in a natural look that’s as beautiful as it is alive. Delightfully ergonomic against 
the thumb, with a feel so natural that it steadies the hand for a beautiful application every time. They’re even shaped 

to stay put without rolling, showcasing their elegant form even while at rest.

Let your authentic sel shine.
What will you become today?
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Feature 1  
Handle color is natural evoked grayish brown 

Feature 2  
Thumb fits smoothly on sharp 
flat side making it easy to hold

Feature 3   
Prevent rolling when placing 
brush on flat side

FRONT BACK SIDE

Product name : OWN MAKEUP BRUSH　
Item SKU No. : 28 Makeup Brushes 
　

OTHER ITEMS

CA6
Brush case (Brush case)
Size: W210xH310mm (Opened size)

SCENE70
3 Brushes & Case
Size: Gift box W180×D38×H225mm
Set contents:     701 Multi face Brush natural 
                            712 Multi foundation Brush
                            754 Contour eye Brush
                            CA6 Brush case

SCENE71
5 Brushes & Case
Size： Gift box W216×D38×H225
Set contents:    703 Face powder Brush natural
                           730 Cheek Brush natural
                           753 Finger eye Brush
                           755 Smoky eye Brush
                           791 Eyebrow Brush soft
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